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iPad POS System

A decision guide on what you need to know about choosing the
best iPad POS System.
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To choose the best POS system for your business means finding the point of sale system that is
more than just a basic cash register, but instead is a suite of tools that helps you sell products,
manage employees and track inventory. The best POS system for businesses like yours takes
advantage of the reliability, stability, affordability, and ease of use of an iPad tablet. No contracts to
sign, no hidden fees, just download the app!batches of beer and paved the way for the
industrialization of beer production in the modern age.

The best POS system for businesses like yours takes
advantage of the reliability, stability, affordability, and ease of
use of an iPad tablet.

iPad Technology Versus Legacy POS Systems
POS History and Evolution
The early retail point of sale system was the cash register. These large mechanical calculators
required users to enter the sale price, and the amount tendered manually. Then it shows you how
much change to give back. That was about it.
The surprising thing is that there are still businesses out there using these out- dated mechanical
adding machines to run their shops. Perhaps they do so out of a misguided sense of tradition or
nostalgia, but the fact of the matter is that it costs their business thousands or more in missed
opportunities.
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Later, the electronic cash register was introduced. Based on computer technology from the 1970's,
these over-sized calculators feature that familiar small screen with green numbers. Like the antique
mechanical cash registers, these legacy POS systems don't really do much more than print a receipt
and tell you how much cash is in the drawer. Another feature of these devices is the confusing
buttons, menus, and submenus that are accessed through the tiny screen. And the crazy part is that
some business owners today still put up with these old things. Sure they may be dirt-cheap, but
they also cost your money by lacking in essential features that help you run your business.
This brings us to the 90's, PC based legacy POS systems and the beginning of the modern age of
point of sale software systems. Although these early models were buggy, had frequent downtime
and were incredibly expensive, they introduced new and important features that business owners
appreciated. Touch screens, sales and inventory tracking, electronic payments and product
modifiers are just a few of the features introduced in this era.

Sure they may be dirt-cheap, but they also cost your money
by lacking in essential features that help you run your
business.

And as we expect with our personal computer technology, with every succeeding generation, it
gets smaller, more affordable and more reliable. Unfortunately, these behemoth companies that
made big bucks in the 90's and 2000's selling these PC based point of sale systems are slow to move,
and they didn't have much incentive to keep up with the times. For the owners of these expensive
legacy systems, they have been using the same software for 10 or more years, they're locked into
long-term service contracts and have invested likely tens of thousands of dollars over the years,
keeping these old systems in place.
By the time the legacy POS companies realized what was going on, it was too late for them to
change their business model. Sure, they may have software that runs on a tablet, but they are still
locked into their old ways of doing business - long confusing contracts, proprietary systems,
expensive payment gateways, glitchy systems and slow-moving customer service.
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And like the other out of date systems that some business owners have grown accustomed to,
likewise, these old "zombie POS" systems seem just to keep going. Slowly decaying and eating away
at the businesses they're installed in.

iPad POS Systems
More Affordable - Old PC based POS systems were not affordable. When you were considering the
ROI of a setup costing tens of thousands, you had to justify the cost by ensuring that it would bring
up sales at least that much. For most business owners that simply left them out. The “big boys” got
the best toys - features like inventory management and reporting, while the independent
entrepreneurs had to settle for cheap but featureless equipment like electronic cash registers.

With competition so fierce in business, adopting an
affordable iPad POS system and choosing the best
tablet-based point of sale is an important step.

But that’s not true anymore, thankfully. The revolution was created by iPad POS apps taking the
place of outdated registers and clunky old or used PC based terminals. The point of sale playing field
is now even for small businesses.
And for larger businesses, the choice is clear too. It’s just silly to spend money you don’t have to, no
matter what size your business is. With competition so fierce in business, adopting an affordable
iPad POS system and choosing the best tablet-based point of sale is an important step.
More Up To Date - The great thing about downloading an iPad POS app is that it can be updated on
the fly. No longer are you stuck waiting years or even months for an update, like with legacy POS
systems. With a tablet POS, you get continual updates as new features and fixes are added. The best
iPad POS company will listen to their business partners and collaborate on solutions with their
clients to constantly improve quality of service.
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By the time the legacy POS companies realized what was going on, it was too late for them to
change their business model. Sure, they may have software that runs on a tablet, but they are still
locked into their old ways of doing business - long confusing contracts, proprietary systems,
expensive payment gateways, glitchy systems and slow-moving customer service.
And like the other out of date systems that some business owners have grown accustomed to,
likewise, these old "zombie POS" systems seem just to keep going. Slowly decaying and eating away
at the businesses they're installed in.
More Advanced - The apex of the POS system's evolution is the iPad based point of sale app. In the
last few years, we've seen the kind of processing that used to take a supercomputer now right in
our pocket. This advanced, small and affordable device can be used to serve as the most advanced
point of sale ever.

The best iPad POS system features offline mode to ensure
your ability to work even if the internet isn't connected.

More Reliable - Leveraging the cloud, you have even more capabilities. Data is stored off-site and is
backed up constantly, so you never have to worry. The best iPad POS system features offline mode
to ensure your ability to work even if the internet isn't connected. Take payments, print receipts and
keep your business going. When the internet comes back up, the system seamlessly connects and
uploads your data, obtaining payment authorization automatically. The most reliable iPad point of
sale app comes online and syncs without glitches in minutes, not hours or days!
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Use the Best iPad Point of Sale to take Payments
Payment Options - Be more flexible about payment types and support your customer’s preferred
payment options. Take cash, check and all credit cards. The best iPad POS system has low gateway
and processing fees, so taking cards from every issuer is affordable. When you can take every card
and still turn a profit, you gain more business.
Apple pay, Android pay and other mobile processing platforms are being widely adopted by
tech-savvy consumers who don't want to carry around a deck of credit cards to choose their
preferred payment. These contactless mobile payment solutions store card data in the app and use
the phone’s wireless radio to send payment details to the POS keypad with just a tap. To keep up
with your customer’s demands, choose an iPad tablet POS system that processes every card issue’s
cards as well as Apple and Google pay.

The best iPad POS system has low gateway and processing
fees, so taking cards from every issuer is affordable.

EMV / PCI - These compliance standards are written by the credit card issuing companies. It’s
important to follow all the guidelines for PCI and EMV to ensure that you’ll be able to maintain the
privilege of taking credit card payment.
PCI is the Payment Card Industry, and they developed a data security standard that requires you to
follow very specific rules regarding the safety of customer data. Choose a secure POS system for
iPad that is PCI DSS compliant to protect yourself from liability and to protect your customers from
fraud and data theft. The most secure iPad point of sale system uses a process called P2PE to
digitally "lock" customer data the instant it's read and never stores payment information on the
device, in accordance with PCI DSS.
EMV is the chip-card standard and also includes the technology that enables wireless payments like
Apple pay and Android pay. EMV has built-in fraud protection that goes beyond the older magnetic
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swipe systems. The chip contains important authorization information and helps the credit card
companies quickly identify bogus activity such as fake cards or recently closed accounts. If your POS
system is not an EMV compatible payment processor, then you can be held liable for chargebacks
and fraud facilitated by weak systems. Choose the best EMV compliant POS system to protect your
business from liability.
Offline Mode - If the internet goes down, how does your current POS respond? Does it become
unusable? Does it give you offline error messages and keep you from taking payment? That's the
results from most point of sale systems, but not the best iPad POS app. A robust offline mode that
keeps working even when you're offline - storing orders and payment information securely while
keeping the line moving and the receipts printing. The customer will never know there's something
wrong unless you tell them. When customers can continue to spend with credit, they don't have to
restrict their purchases to cash on hand so that they can buy more!

If your POS system is not an EMV compatible payment
processor, then you can be held liable for chargebacks and
fraud facilitated by weak systems.

When internet service comes back, the system automatically updates to the cloud in the
background. It doesn't slow down, and it doesn't take hours to sync. Payments are run, and
authorization is obtained, even though the customer and their card are long gone. Choose the iPad
POS system with the best offline mode, so you don't suffer from costly downtime.
Affordable Fees - Your business depends on making a profit, but you also have competition, so you
can only charge customers so much above your own costs. It's a delicate balance, and what comes
between you and a comfortable margin is often credit card processing rates. They may vary, causing
you uncertainty. They may have some hidden fees. The most affordable point of sale system for iPad
features low processing costs, no 3rd party gateway fees and has clear terms and no hidden costs.
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Choose the iPad POS that’s Easy To Use
Easy like an iPhone - When it comes to technology, it doesn't get any simpler than an iPhone. Since an
iPad runs on the same software that iPhone does, you have the same fun and intuitive interface at
your fingertips, on a point-of-sale. Staff training is reduced because everyone is familiar with how to
use their phone.
Intuitive and simple design - The easiest to use iPad POS system does everything just how you’d
expect. That’s the benefit of good design. Simple gestures, no hidden or buried options means you’re
working faster and don’t have to hunt for what you need.
Easy to configure - Your POS shouldn't be a hassle to setup, update or configure. The easiest point of
sale system will use an intuitive drag and drop configuration tool that lets you quickly set up your

Since an iPad runs on the same software that iPhone does,
you have the same fun and intuitive interface at your
fingertips, on a point-of-sale.

menus. This means you feel confident when your inventory changes or you'd like to mix things up a
bit. The easy to use configuration interface for the best POS for iPad makes it simple to keep your
custom items up to date.
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Choose the best iPad POS
Stable - When you’re using a point of sale to ring up customers all day, the last thing you need is
glitchy, unstable behaviors from a poorly designed point of sale, like losing orders, missing products
or hanging. You need to choose the most dependable POS app for iPad, so you and your staff are not
struggling to get the job done. A buggy POS system costs you money and causes undue stress in the
middle of a rush.
The features you need - Choose the most feature-rich iPad POS for business. Don't settle for point of
sale apps that lack important features. The tools your POS system provides are there to make your life
easier. When your point of sale includes inventory tracking, item costing, sales reports, labor reports,
cash drawer management, offline mode, continuous backups and more, each of these takes pressure
off of you and gives you back your valuable time.

Choose a POS company with a reputation for honesty and
doesn't sneak in all these fees - and tells you exactly how
much it's going to cost before you sign the papers!

Adding new Features - The best POS company will also be adding new features and improvements all
the time. Never satisfied with "good enough," just like you. They are always getting better and doing
things more efficiently and including you in the process. Customer feedback drives innovation, and
the best iPad point of sale is ever evolving into a simpler and more intuitive form.
Automatic Free Updates - With the best iPad POS app your updates come automatically, new features
are added for free and are enabled immediately.
No hidden fees - Hidden fees are the worst because you think you're getting one deal, then you end
up getting nickel-and-dimed by the company because they know they can. It's disrespectful, and it
eats into your profits. The best POS company doesn't charge hidden fees; they keep everything
up-front so you know what you're going to be charged before you're charged.
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Reliable - The most reliable POS system for iPad features stable, secure software, an offline mode that
keeps you going even when the internet is out and sturdy hardware and accessories that are field
tested.
Nonproprietary - Using off the shelf hardware such as Epson printers and iPad keeps the costs down.
Service is easy should it ever be needed and many issues can be resolved with a simple Google
search. If any equipment needs service or repair, it’s easy and affordable to replace or switch out.
Affordability - The most affordable iPad POS system has a reasonable flat monthly fee and low
per-terminal fees. And no hidden fees! Using standard equipment, you can most likely use what you
have already purchased, making the switch that much easier. Saving money on credit card
processing is important because you'll be doing so much payment processing. You should keep
more of your own money so look for the best rates. Another aspect of affordability is having
unlimited support and training included. And great features that are included in the base-price are

The most affordable iPad POS system has a reasonable flat
monthly fee and low per-terminal fees. And no hidden fees!

also important so you're not being charged for essential add-ons that should have come with the
system initially.
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Choose the best POS Company
Support Hours - The best point of sale App for iPad is open every day, so you can call or chat with a live
person when it suits you. Get answers to your questions quick and don't panic if you need help right
away! What good is a company's technical support if they're always closed? The best POS system has
long support hours and is open seven days a week, even on holidays! After all, holidays are some of
the busiest days.
US Based - It's also important to choose a POS system for your business that has a US- based company
with customer and technical support based in America. A native speaker will understand your needs
more clearly and will be able to help you find a solution to your problems more quickly. The
expectation for superior customer service is understood well, and there is accountability for quality of
service.

The best point of sale App for iPad is open every day, so you
can call or chat with a live person when it suits you.

People who Care - The most important part of choosing the best POS system for iPad is a company
that cares about their customers and their businesses and understands that their success and your
success are tied together.
This guide to finding the best iPad POS system covered all the features and tools your
business needs to be successful with a new tablet-based point of sale app. Remember when
choosing the best POS software, hardware, and company, that you're looking for the system
that provides the most affordability, reliability, features and service.
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